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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field remaining fixed throughout this paper. Following a sugges- 
tion of Serre [27], Rost [21] has shown that, assuming char k ¢ 2, 3, every 
Albert algebra over k admits a cohomological invariant belonging to 
H3(k, Z/3Z)  and called its invariant mod 3 which is stable under base change 
and characterizes Albert division algebras. 
In the present paper, we give a proof for the existence of this invariant, called 
the Serre Rost invariant in the sequel, that is more elementary than Rost's. Our 
approach takes up another suggestion of Serre [26] and is inspired by the con- 
cept of chain equivalence [23, p. 143] in the algebraic theory of quadratic forms 
(see 4.2, 4.13 for details). The proof we obtain in this way works uniformly in all 
characteristics except 3. (In characteristic 3, Serre has shown how to define the 
invariant in a different way; see 4.24 for comments.) In order to make our pre- 
sentation comparatively selfcontained, we include without proof some pre- 
liminary material from elementary Galois cohomology (Section 1) and the 
theory of algebras of degree 3 (Section 2) that will be needed in the subsequent 
development. Rather than striving for maximum generality, we confine our- 
selves to what is indispensable for the intended applications. The existence and 
1 Supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. The hospitality of the University of Ottawa is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
2 Supported inpart by a grant from NSERC. 
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uniqueness theorem for the Serre-Rost invariant is presented in Section 3, 
where we also show uniqueness and, with respect o existence, carry out some 
easy reductions. Existence is then firmly established in Section 4, where a broad 
outline of the proof may be found in 4.2. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss pos- 
sibilities of answering the question as to whether Albert algebras are classified 
by their invariants mod 2 and 3. The conscientious reader will notice that we 
manage to define the Serre-Rost invariant without recourse to the second Tits 
construction of Albert algebras. 
The authors would like to express their gratitude to the participants of the 
Jordan term held at the University of Ottawa in the fall of 1994 for their lively 
interest and stimulating discussions. Special thanks are due to O. Loos, M. Rost 
and, in particular, to J.-R Serre for valuable comments. 
1. GALOIS COHOMOLOGY [4, 24, 25, 29] 
1.1. The general setup. We write ks for the separable closure and G = 
Gal(k,./k) for the absolute Galois group of k, its action on ks being symbolized 
exponentially by (a, a) H ~a. With respect o the Krull topology, G is a compact 
group. Given a Galois module M (of k) (i.e., an ordinary G-module such that 
the group action G × M --+ M becomes continuous when M is endowed with 
the discrete topology), we denote by H* (G, M) the corresponding cohomology. 
For a closed subgroup H c G and ~ E G, there is a natural map 
~* : H* (H ,M)  ~ H*(~THo --1, M) 
extending the action of a on M in dimension 0. 
1.2. Restriction and corestriction. Let H c G be an open subgroup (corre- 
sponding to a finite intermediate field extension of ks/k)  and M a Galois mod- 
ule. Then there are natural maps 
res = resa/H : H*(G, M) ~ H*(H,  M) (restriction), 
cor - cora/H : H*(H,  M) ---+ H*(G, M)  (corestriction) 
satisfying 
(1.2.1) corores - [a :H] l .  
In particular, iflP is a prime not dividing [G : H l and M is a p-group, res must be 
injective. 
Suppose now that H is normal in G (and hence corresponds to a finite Galois 
extension of k). Choosing a full set R of representatives of G/H in G, we then 
have 
(1.2.2) resocor = ~ p*. 
pGR 
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1.3. The cup product. Given Galois modules M, M', M"  and integersp, q, r > 0, 
there are natural maps 
U: HP(G,M) x Hq(G,M ') ~ HP+q(G, M Q M'), 
the tensor product being taken over Z, such that, for all c~ E HP(G,M), 
ce' c Hq(G, M'), ~" E Hr(G, M"), the following holds. 
(1.3.1) U is Z-bilinear. 
(1.3.2) 
U is associative, i.e., 
u u o/'  = u (o /u  o/ ' )  
after identifying (M ® M')  ® M"  = M ,9 (M' ® M")  canonically. 
(1.3.3) 
U is graded commutative, i.e., 
o~ U ~:' = (--1)Pq& ' U & 
after identifying M ® M'  = M'  @ M canonically. 
(1.3.4) 
U is stable under base change, i.e., 
resc/n(~ U c~') reso/H(~) u resa/H(c~') 
for any closed subgroup H c G. 
1.4. Commutative group schemes. The cohomological formalism just described 
applies in particular to commutative affine group schemes of finite type over 
k [3, 31], i.e., to covariant functors F from k-algebras to abelian groups repre- 
sented, as set-valued functors, by finitely generated k-algebras. We then observe 
that 
H*(k,r) :=  
depends functorially on k; in fact, given any field extension l/k, there is a nat- 
ural map 
res - rest/k : H*(k,F) ~ H*(I,F) 
generalizing the restriction of 1.2 and preserving its major properties, e.g., 
(1.3.4). For any finite (abelian) group F, we denote the associated constant 
group scheme [31, 2.3] by F as well. If F, F '  are commutative affine group 
schemes of finite type over k, we write F ® F '  instead ofF(ks) ® F'(ks). 
1.5. Cyclic field extensions. Fix a positieve integer n. Then 
H'(k, Z/nZ) - Horn(a, Z/nZ), 
where the right-hand side refers to continuous homomorphisms from G to the 
discrete group Z/nZ. Using this, one finds a natural bijection between onzero 
elements of Hi(k, Z/nZ)  and (isomorphism classes of) pairs (E, ~r) consisting 
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of a cyclic field extension Elk of degree n and a generator o of its Galois group. 
The element of H 1 (k, Z /nZ)  corresponding to (E, o) will be denoted by [E, a]. 
1.6. The Brauer group. We write Gm for the group scheme attaching to any 
k-algebra its group units and 
Br(k) = H2(k, Gm) 
for the Brauer group of k. The Brauer group allows a canonical interpretation 
as the group of similarity classes of central simple associative algebras (always 
assumed to be finite-dimensional over k) under the tensor product; given a 
central simple associative k-algebra D, the corresponding element of Br(k) will 
be denoted by [D]. 
Br(k) is an abelian torsion group. For a positive integer n which is prime to 
the characteristic exponent of k, i.e., to the maximum of 1 and the character- 
istic, the n-torsion part of Br(k), i.e., 
,Br(k) = {a E Br(k) :nct = 0}, 
may be described cohomologically as follows. Writing IX, for the group scheme 
of n-th roots of 1, exponentiation by n yields a short exact sequence 
l ~ IX .  ~Gm ~ Gm ~ 1 
whose associated long exact cohomology sequence, in view of Hilbert's Theo- 
rem 90, looks like this: 
- -~k  × " H '  ~-~H2(k, Br(k) " Br(k) . . . .  k × ----~ (k, Ixn) --~ 1 IX,) ~ ----+ --~ .-. 
Hence we have a canonical identification 
nBr(k) = HZ(k, Ix,). 
In particular, [D] c H 2(k, Ixn) for every central simple associative k-algebra D of 
degree n. Also, the image of a c k × in H l (k, Ix~) will be denoted by [a]. 
Example 1.7. Let E/k be a cyclic field extension of degree n, o a generator of its 
Galois group and c c k ×. Then the cyclic algebra 
D=(E/k,a,c)-E®Ew@.. .®Ew"- l ,w"=c. l ,wu=~uw (uE E) 
is central simple of degree n. Therefore, if n is prime to the characteristic ex- 
ponent of k, we have [D] C HZ(k, Ixn) by 1.6; more precisely, 
[D] - [E, 0] U [c] 
in the sense of 1.3, 1.5, 1.6 after identifying Z/nZ ® IX, = Ixn canonically. 
Recall that D is a division algebra iff no element of the form c i (0 < i < n) 
belongs to the norm group of E [7, Exercise 8.5.3.]. Recall further that central 
associative division algebras of degree 3 are always cyclic, by a theorem of 
Albert [1, XI Theorem 5]. 
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In the context of this work, only one truly deep result will be needed, namely 
the following. 
Theorem 1.8 (Merkurjev Suslin [12, 12.2]). Let D be a central simple associative 
k-algebra whose degree r is squarefree and prime to the characteristic exponent oJ 
k. ThenJor a c k x the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) a is the reduced norm o fan  element olD. 
(ii) [D] U [a] = 0 in H3(k,lar ® ~r)" 
In fact, the implication (i) ~ (ii) is quite easy to prove (cf. 4.3 below for the 
special case r - 3) whereas (ii) =~ (i) constitutes the hard part. 
2. ALGEBRAS OF DEGREE 3 [6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18] 
2.1. Field extensions. By an btale k-algebra (of rank n) we mean a separable 
commutative associative k-algebra (of dimension n). (Such an algebra was 
called a torus in [14-20].) Let E lk  be a separable cubic field extension. Then 
there exists an ~tale k-algebra K of rank 2 such that E lk  is Galois i f fK /k  splits. 
In particular, if E/k  is not Galois, K is a field and E ®k K/K  is Galois. 
2.2. Associative algebras with involution. Let (D, .) be an associative algebra 
of degree 3 with involution which is central simple over k as an algebra with in- 
volution, assume that • is of the second kind, and let A = H(D, .) be the corre- 
sponding Jordan algebra of symmetric elements. Then K = Cent(D), the center 
of D, is 6tale of rank 2 over k, and we have the following possibilities. 
Case I. K splits, i.e., K ~ k @ k. Then D ~ D' @ Dmp for some central simple 
associative k-algebra D' of degree 3 and A ~ D ~+, the Jordan algebra de- 
termined by D'. 
Case II. K /k  is a separable quadratic field extension. Then A ®~ K ~ D + 
2.3. Jordan algebras. All Jordan algebras of degree 3 over k arise as follows. 
Let ( V, N, ~, 1 ) be a cubic form with adjoint and base point over k, so 
• V is a vector space over k (always assumed to be finite-dimensional), 
• N :  V~k isacub ic fo rm,  
• ~ : V~ V is a quadratic map, 
• 1 c V isapo in t  
such that, writing T = - (D  2 logN)(1) for the associated trace form, the rela- 
tions x ~=u(x)x ,u (1)=l ,T (x  ~,y)=(DN) (x )y , l~=l ,1  xy=T(y)  l -y  
(x the bilinearization of ~, T(y) : -  T(1, y)) hold under all scalar extensions. 
Then the U-operator 
(2.3.1) U~y-T(x ,y )x -x  ~xy 
and the base point 1 give V the structure of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra, 
written as J (V ,  N, ~, 1). The following formula will be needed later on. 
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(2.3.2) N(x  ~) = N(x)  e. 
Conversely, given any Jordan algebra ,7 of degree 3 over k, we have ,7 = 
J (V ,  N, ~, 1) where V is the underlying vector space, N = Nj  is the generic 
norm, ~ is the adjoint, i.e., the numerator of the inversion map, and 1 - 1j is 
the unit element. Also, T = T,7 becomes the generic trace. 
(2.4.1) 
for ui C 




for u,, u[ 
2.4. Cyclic algebras. The preceding set-up in particular applies to the Jordan 
algebras ,7 = R + where R is an associative k-algebra of degree 3. For example, 
let 
D - (E /k ,  rr, c) = E O Ew ® Ew2, w 3 = c lo ,  wu = 0-uw (uCE)  
be a cyclic algebra of degree 3 over k as in 1.7. Then 
D + = ,7(V, ND,~, 1D) 
where V is the vector space underlying D, No : D ---+ k is the reduced norm 
given by 
ND(UO + ul W + u2 W2) = NE(UO) + cNE(Ul ) + C2NE(U2) -- CTE(UO0-UI0-2U2) 
E (i = 0, 1,2), NE, Te being the norm, trace, respectively, of E lk ,  and 
D is the adjoint given by 
(/A0 q_ Ul W __ U2 W2) ~ = (0-U0rr_U0 __ C0`Ul0`2/./2) _I_ (C0.2/./2 U.; __ 0-2/A 0/AI ) W 
-]- (b/l%t 1 -- U20-b/O)W 2. 
(2.4.4) 
record an explicit formula for the reduced trace To : D × D ~ k: 
' ' ' ~ = cT  0- ~2 , TD(Uoq-U lW+U2W2,  Uoq-U lWq-U2 w- )  TE(UO, U ; )q -  E( Ul, U2) 
0-2 
+ er~( .2, 0`.~) 
¢ E (i = 0, 1,2). Finally, the bilinearization of the adjoint reads 
(/g0 - I -U lW- f - / /2  W2) × (U; q- / /~Wq- /d ;W 2) 
v O" 0-2 ! 0- I 0 `2 C0`Ul 0-2 I 0- / 
= ( U0 //0 ~- l't0 H0 -- U2 -- £ Ul 0`-//2) 
~r 2 I 0 -2 ! 
+ (c0-2u~u~ 2 , . -~-C0-U2U 2 -- UoU 1 U0Ul )W 
+ (Ul "UI' + U~0-U 1 -- U 2 0-Uo' _ U 2,0-u0 ) W 2. 
2.5. The first Tits construction. Consider an associative k-algebra D of degree 3
and a c k ×. Writing No for the norm, ~ for the adjoint, 1D for the unit, To for 
the trace of D (or, what amounts to the same, of D+), 2.3 may be specialized as 
follows. We define 
V -D0@D1OD2,  D i=D for i = 0,1, 2, 
as a vector space over k, N : V -+ k by 
(2.5.1) N(x)  = ND(xo) +aND(X l )  +a  1No(x2) - TD(xoxlx2)  
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fo rx=(xo ,x t ,x2)¢  V,~: V -~Vby 
(2.5.2) x ~ (X~o xlx2,a 'x~ xox , ,ax l -x2xo  )
and 
1-  (ID,0;0). 
Then (V, N, ~, 1) is a cubic form with adjoint and base point whose associated 
Jordan algebra will be written as 
Y = J (D,  a) = ,7(V, N, ~, 1). 
The bilinearization of {I and the associated trace form on/7 are given by 
(2.5.3) ~x ×y (x0 ×Y0 -x ly2  -y lx2 ,a  1x2 ×y2 -xoy l  -yox l ,  
( ax l  × Yl -- x2Yo - -yzx0) ,  
(2.5.4) T(x,y)  = To(xo, Yo) + To(xl ,yz) + TD(XZ, yl) 
for x -- (x0, xl, x2), y = (Y0, Yl, Y2) ¢ V. Taking orthogonal complements rela- 
tive to T, (2.5.2), (2.5.4) yield 
(2.5.5) D6 = O 1 (cD 02 ,  
(2.5.6) D~ C D2, D~ C D1. 
The following propositions are well known and easy to prove. 
Proposition 2.6. Let D be a separable associative k-algebra of degree 3 and a E 
k x. Then 
(a) ,7 = J (D,  a) is a division algebra iff a ~ ND(D × ). 
(b) The map 
~:D +~y,  x0 ~ ~(x0) :=(x0,0,0) 
is an imbedding of (unital ) quadratic Jordan algebras with image Do. 
Proposition 2.7. Let 
D= (E/k, cr, c) = E ® EwO Ew 2, w 3 = cl, wu =~uw (u E E) 
be a cyclic k-algebra of degree 3 as in 1.7 and 2.4. Then the assignment 
U0- -U lWq-U2W2 I , (blo,aUl,C°-2U2) 
for u0, Ul, u2 C E gives an isomorphism D + ~ J (E ,  c). 
2.8. The first Tits construction and Albert algebras. Let D be a central simple 
associative k-algebra of degree 3 and a ¢ k ×. Then the first Tits construction 
J (D ,  a) is an Albert algebra, i.e., a k-form of the Jordan algebra of 3-by-3 her- 
mitian matrices having diagonal entries in k and off-diagonal entries in the split 
octonion algebra over k. Since D is central simple we have, using the notations 
of 2.5 and the map c of 2.6(b), 
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(2.8.1) D, ={xED~- :c (v )×(+(v , ' )×x)=-c (vv ' )×x  (v ,v 'cD)}  
(2.8.2) D2 = {x C D~ : ~(v) × (+(v') × x) : -c(w'v) × x (v,v'  c D)}. 
2.9. Albert algebras and the first Tits construction. Conversely, let J be any 
Albert algebra over k. Then ` 7 contains a subalgebra A as in 2.2. I f  A has the 
form D + for some central simple associative k-algebra D of degree 3, J is a first 
Tits construction; more precisely, there exist a scalar a c k × and an iso- 
morphism J~+`7(D,a)  which extends the canonical imbedding c :D+~ 
J (D ,  a) of 2.6(b). 
Consequently, if ,7 is not a first Tits construction, it will become one after a 
suitable separable quadratic field extension (2.2, Case II). 
2.10. Subalgebras of Albert division algebras. Let f f  be an Albert division al- 
gebra and i f '  c ,7 a subalgebra. Then either `7'/k is a purely inseparable field 
extension of exponent 1and characteristic 3, or one of the following holds. 
• J '  - k l ,  d im,7 '  = 1. 
• j r  _ E + for E as in 2.1, d im`7'  = 3. 
• J '=AforAas in2 .2 ,  d imJ '=9.  
• J' = if, dim ,7' = 27. 
3. THESERRE ROSTINVARIANT 
3.1. Throughout this section we assume that our base field k has characteristic not 
3. This allows us to use 1.6, 1.7 for n - 3. Choosing a primitive third root of 
unity ff c k.~, it is important o note that the assignment 
~i~j  ~__+ i jmod3 (i, j cZ)  
defines an isomorphism it3 ® !13 ~ Z /3Z which is independent of the choice of 
~. Thus 113 ® 113 and Z/3Z canonically identify as Galois modules (where G acts 
canonically on 113, diagonally on 113 ® 113 and trivially on Z/3Z) .  Our principal 
aim in the sequel is to give an elementary proof of the following result. 
Theorem 3.2 (Rost [21]). There exists a cohomological invariant assigning to 
each Albert algebra ,7 over k a unique element 
g3( J )  E H3(k ,Z /3Z)  
which only depends on the isomorphism class of f f  and satisfies the following two 
conditions. 
SR1 / f  `7 ~ `7(D, a) Jor some central simple associative algebra D of degree 3 
over k and some a c k × , then 
g3( J )  = [D] U [a] E H3(k~113 (~ 113) = H3(k ,Z /3Z)  • 
SR2 g3 is invariant under base change, i.e., 
g3(`7 ~k l) - resl/k(g3(ff)) 
for any field extension l/k. 
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Moreover, we have 
SR3 g3 characterizes division algebras~ i.e., ` 7 is a division algebra/ffg3(,7) 5 £ 0. 
3.3. Our principal objective in this paper is to give an elementary proof of this 
result. To do so, we proceed in two steps. The first step, which will occupy the 
rest of this section, consists in reducing 3.2 to the assertion that defining g3 for 
first Tits constructions as in SR1 makes sense, i.e., is independent of the choices 
made. 
As in Rost [21], we first dispose of SR3, assuming the validity of the rest. In- 
cidentally, this will be the only place where we use the Merkurjev-Suslin 
Theorem 1.8. Since the property of a cubic form to be anisotropic is preserved 
under quadratic extensions [9, VII Exercise 7], we may assume that ,7-~ 
J (D,  a) is a first Tits construction as in SR1 (2.9). But then J is not a division 
algebra iffa ~ ND(D ×) (2.6(a))iffg3(`7) = [D] U [a] = 0 (1.8). 
3.4. Next we prove uniqueness. By SR1, this will be no problem if J is a first 
Tits construction. If not there exists a separable quadratic field extension K/k  
such that ,7 @k K is a first Tits construction (2.9), forcing g3(,7 ®k K) to be 
uniquely determined. But then, by SR2 and (1.2.1), so is 
g3(ff) = COrK/k(g3(`7 ®~ K)) 
since 2--  -1 in Z/3Z. 
3.5. We will try to establish the existence of g3(`7) by reading 3.4 backwards. 
So let J be an Albert algebra over k. If J ~ `7(D, a) is a first Tits construction 
as in SR1, we define 
(3.5.1) g3( J ) : -  [O] (J [a] ~ n3(k,Z/3Z).  
Let us assume Jor the time being that this definition makes ense. (This assump- 
tion will be justified in Section 4.) Then (3.5.1) is stable under base change, by 
(1.3.4). Also, if `7 is not a first Tits construction, we choose any separable 
quadratic field extension K/k such that J ®k K is a first Tits construction and 
claim that 
(3.5.2) g3(`7) := --corK/k(g3(J @k K)) 
does not depend on the choice of K. Indeed, if K'/k is another separable quad- 
ratic field extension such that ,7 ®k K'  is a first Tits construction, the composite 
extension L = KK' has degree 4 over k, which implies 
COrL/k (g3 (ff @k L)) = CORK~ k COrL/g reSL/K (g3 (,.7" ®k K)) 
= --COrK/k(g3(J ®k K)) (by (l.2.1)), 
so the right-hand side does not change when replacing K by K ~, as desired. 
Observe that (3.5.2), by (1.2.1) and (1.3.4), holds automatically if ,7 is a first Tits 
construction. 
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Lemma 3.6. Assuming that (3.5.1) makes sense and defining the Serre-Rost in- 
variant as in 3.5, condition SR2 of 3.2 will follow once we have shown 
(3.6.1) resK/k corK/k(g3(J ®k K)) = -g3(`7 @k K) 
for every Albert algebra `7 over k and every separable quadratic field extension 
K/k  making J a first Tits construction. 
Proof. Let ` 7 be an Albert algebra over k and l /k an arbitrary field extension. 
Choose any separable quadratic field extension K/k  such that J ®k K becomes 
a first Tits construction. Assume first that K is a subfield of l. Then ,7 ®k l is a 
first Tits construction as well and satisfies 
g3(,7 @k /) = rest/K(g3(J ®k K)) 
since (3.5.1) is stable under base change. On the other hand, (3.5.2) and (3.6.1) 
yield 
rest/k(g3(`7)) -- res//x resx/k corx/k(g3(J ®~ K)) 
= resl/x(g3(`7 ~k K)), 
as claimed. We are left with the case that L - K ~k I is a quadratic separable 
field extension of l, forcing (`7 ~k l) ®l L to be a first Tits construction. Hence 
(3.5.2) gives 
resL/l(gg ( J ®~ 1)) = --resc/l cor ul(g3 ((,7 ®k l) ®l L ) ) 
= g3(,7 ®k L) (by (3.6.1)) 
- resc/K(g3(,7 ®k K)) 
= -resc/K resK/k corK/k(g3(`7 ®k K)) (by (3.6.1)) 
= resc/~(g3(J)) (by (3.5.2)) 
= resL/t resl/k(g3 (/7)). 
But since resL/l is injective on H3(l, Z/3Z)  (1.2), this implies SR2. [] 
3.7. We continue to assume that (3.5.1) makes sense and wish to derive (3.6.1). 
To do so we extend the nontrivial k-automorphism of K in any way to an ele- 
ment cr C G. Then (1.2.2) gives 
resx/~corx/~(g3(J ®~ K)) = g3( J  ®k K) + ~r*g3 ( J  ®k K). 
Writing ,7 ®k K ~ ,7(D, a) for some central simple associative K-algebra D of 
degree 3 as well as some a c K × and observing that or* commutes with cup 
products, we conclude 
or*g3(,7 ®k K) = (~r*[D]) U (~r*[a]) = [cr*D] U [~a] 
where ~r*A, for any K-algebra A, agrees with A as a ring but has scalar multi- 
plication twisted by or. From the assumed validity of (3.5.1) we conclude 
°'*g3(`7 @k K) = g3(cr*(J ®k K)) = g3( J  @k K) 
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since J ~k K, being extended from k, must be isomorphic with cr*(J ®k K). 
Combining relations, we end up with (3.6.1). 
Summarizing, we may state as our final conclusion that, in order toprove 3.2, 
it suffices to show that (3.5.1) is well defined. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THESERRE ROSTINVARIANT 
Unless stated otherwise, the base field in this section will be arbitrary'. We now 
perform the second step in the proof of 3.2 by establishing the following result. 
Key Lemma 4.1. Assume char k ~ 3 and let J be an Albert algebra over k. Given 
any central simple associative k-algebra D of degree 3 and any scalar a C k × sat- 
isfying ff  ~ J (D ,  a), the element 
[D] U {a] C H3(k ,Z /3Z)  
only depends on J and not on the choice of D, a. 
4.2. We begin by giving a broad outline of the proof. After having easily re- 
duced to the case that J is a division algebra (4.3), we proceed in the following 
steps. 
Step I. Let ~R be the totality of k-subalgebras A C J having A ~ D * for some 
central associative division algebra D of degree 3 over k. Given A E N, we are 
going to define the Serre-Rost invariant of J relative to A, written as g3 ( J ,  A), 
in such a way that, for any D as above and any a ¢ k ×, using notations of 2.5, 
g3(J(D,a),  Do) - [D] U [a]. 
It then remains to prove that g3(,ff', A) in fact does not depend on A. Hence we 
must show 
(4.2.1) g3( J ,A ) -g3( J ,A ' )  for al lA, A 'c~.  
Step II. In order to establish (4.2.1), we next reduce to the case that A and A r 
contain a common cyclic cubic subfield. Therefore, fixing any cyclic cubic sub- 
field E lk  in J and putting 
~E: - -{A E~:EcA},  
it remains to prove 
(4.2.2) g3(J,A) =g3(J,A t) for all A,A '  E ~RE. 
Step III. In order to establish (4.2.2), we follow a suggestion of Serre [26] and 
introduce a neighboring relation between elements of ~RE which is motivated by 
the notion of chain equivalence in the algebraic theory of quadratic forms. In 
keeping with this motivation, we then perform the following two substeps. 
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Step III.1. The Ser re -Rost  invariants of  J relative to neighbors in ~e are the 
same (4.14). 
Step 111.2. Any two elements of ~RE can be l inked by a finite chain any two 
successive members  of which are neighbors in ~RE; in fact, we will produce such 
a chain of  length at most  4 (4.16). In its final stage, the proof  of  this requires a 
somewhat lengthy computat ion.  
We now turn to the proof  of 4.1 and begin by reducing to the case that ,7 is a 
division algebra. That  this reduction is, in fact, al lowed follows from the easy 
direction of  the Merkur jev-Susl in Theorem 1.8, whose proof  we include for the 
sake of completeness: 
Lemma 4.3. Assume char k ¢ 3, let D be a central simple associative k-algebra oJ 
degree 3 andb c ND(D×). Then 
[D] U [b] = O. 
Proof. We may assume that D is a division algebra and write b - ND(U) for 
some u E D ×. l fu  C kl ,  then b c k x3, forcing [b] - 0 (1.6). Hence we may as- 
sume that E = k[u] c D is &ale of rank 3. By passing if necessary to an appro-  
priate quadratic extension, which we are al lowed to do because of (1.2.1), 
(1.3.4), we may assume further that E/k  is cyclic (2.1), so D ~- (Elk, c~, c) as in 
1.7 for n = 3. Hence 
[D] U [b] - [E, o-] U [c] U [b] (by 1.7) 
= [E, cr] U [b] U [c] (by (1.3.3)) 
= [(E/k,~r,b)] U [c] 
0 
since b is a norm of E, forcing (E/k, ~r, b) to be split by 1.7. [] 
4.4. In view of 4.3, we assume from now on that J is a division algebra. As in 
2.5, orthogonal  complementat ion is to be understood relative to the trace form 
of ft. Given M c J ,  the set 
M ~ : - -{xC J :xEMt ,x  ~EM L} 
is called the strong orthogonal complement o JM in ,7. Notice that M ~ will not 
be a l inear space in general. For A C N, choose any central associative division 
algebra D of degree 3 over k and any isomorphism 71 : D + ~ A. Then an ele- 
ment x is said to be associated with (D, ~7) if x C A ~ n J × and 
rl(v ) x (~l(v') x x) - ~l(vv') x x for a l lv ,  v 'CD.  
We denote by Ass(D, 71) the collection of all elements associated with (D, r/). 
The standard example i l luminating these concepts is the following. 
Example 4.5. Let D be a central associative division algebra of  degree 3 over k, 
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a C k×, J = J (D ,a )  as in 2.5, A - Do, 71- ~ as in 2.6(b), viewed as an iso- 
morphism D + ~ Do. Then (2.5.1 6) yield 
D~NJ× = (D, UD2) N J×,  
Ass(D, ~) Ol N J x, 
Ass(D °p,z) = D2 N J×  
These relations are instrumental in proving the following results. 
Lemma 4.6. Given A ~ ~, a central associative division algebra D of  degree 3 over 
k andan isomorphism "q: D + ~ A, we have: 
(a) Ass(D, ~/) # 0 ¢ Ass(D °p, rl). 
(b) A ~ N J x is the disjoint union of  Ass(D, ~l) and Ass(D op, ~l). 
(c) For allx, x C Ass(D, rl) iff x~ C Ass(D °p, r/). 
(d) For x C Ass(D, r/), N(x)  E k × is unique modulo Nv ( D ×). 
Proof. By 2.9, we may assume J = J (D ,  a), A = Do, r! = c as in 4.5. Then the 
assertions follow from (2.5.1), (2.8.1,2) and 4.5. [] 
4.7. We can now carry out Step I of 4.2: Assume char k ¢ 3, fix A c N and 
choose any central associative division algebra D of degree 3 over k, any iso- 
morphism r! : D + ~+ A as well as any element x c Ass(D, ~/) to define 
g3(J-, A) : -  [D] U [N(x)]. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume char k ¢ 3. Then, .for A C ~, g3(J, A) as given in 4.7 is well 
defined. 
Proof. Independence of the choice o fx  follows from 4.6(d) and 4.3. Now sup- 
pose D' is another central associative division algebra of degree 3 over k and 
. l l ' :D '+ ~+A is an isomorphism. Then r l '= rlo ~ for some isomorphism 
: D '~ ~, D +. Hence ~ : D' ---+ D is an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism. 
In the former case, we have x c Ass(D', 71'), and the assertion follows. In the 
latter case, we have x c Ass(D '°p, rl'), forcing x z E Ass(D', r/)  by 4.6(c), and 
we conclude 
[D'] U [N(x:)] -- ( [D] )  U [N(x) 2] 
( [D] )  U (-[N(x)]) 
= [D] U [U(x)], 
(by (2.3.2)) 
which completes the proof. [] 
Having thus completed Step I of 4.2, it remains to prove (4.2.1). 
Lemma 4.9. Assume char k ¢; 3. In order to prove (4.2.1), we may assume that 
A, A ' have a common cyclic cubic subfield. 
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ProoL Let F C A, F I c A / be any cubic subfields and write A" for the sub- 
algebra of ,7  generated by F, F' .  By passing to a tower of appropriate quadratic 
field extensions, which we are allowed to do by 1.2.1, 1.3.4, we may assume that 
F, F 1 are both cyclic (2.1) and A" c ~R (2.2, 2.10). But then we may apply (4.2.1) 
to A, A" and to A',  A/. [] 
In view of 4.9, we have completed Step II of 4.2. We are left with the task of 
proving (4.2.2). To do so we first provide tools to carry out Step lIl. 
Lemma 4.10. Let x E E L n J ×, and denote by A the subalgebra of  f f  generated 
by E and x. Let ~ be a generator o f  Ga l (E /k) ,  put c = N(x)  and consider the 
cyclic algebra 
D- (E /k ,~r ,c )=E@Ew@Ew 2, w 3=el ,  wu=~uw (uE E) 
as in 1.7, 2.4. 
(a) The rule 
¢](U0q-U lW--U2W2)  : U0--C~Ul X X 0-2/,/2 X X Ij 
for  uo, ul , u2 C E defines an isomorphism ~j : D + ~ A extending the identity on E 
and satisfying rl(w ) -- x. 
(b) A = E ~ (E x x) ~ (E x x~) ~ ~E. 
(c) E ~ n A ~ - (E ~ × x) U (E ~ x x~). 
Proof. The proof of [14, Proposition 2.2] yields an isomorphism 
J (E ,c )  ~ A, (uo,ul,u2) ~ uo-u l  ×x-c - lu2  xx  ~. 
Composing with the isomorphism D + ~+ J (E ,  c) of 2.7 implies (a). Now (b) and 
(c) follow from (a) and (2.4.2,3), respectively. [] 
Lemma 4.11. I rA  c ~F~ , then E L N A × is not empty and A is generated by E and 
anyx  E E L NA × 
Proof. Matching A with D + for some central associative division algebra D of 
degree 3 over k, D - (E lk ,  cr, c) must be cyclic as in 2.4, and the assertion fol- 
lows from (2.4.2, 3) and 2.10. [] 
Part (c) of the next lemma is an adaptation of [16, Theorem 2I] to the present 
set-up. 
Lemma 4.12. Let A c ",~V, , x '  E A ~ N J ×, and write A ' for the subalgebra of  J 
generated by E and x r. Then 
(a) A' E ~e. 
(b) E ~ NA C A '~ 
(c) /,/char k ¢ 3, theng3( J ,A )  = g3(,f,A').  
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Proof. (a) follows from 4.10(b). In (b) we pick any x E E L NA x (4.11) and 
conclude from 4.10(b), (c) that 
A = E@ (E x x) @ (E x x~), A'  = E@ (E x x ' )  @ (E x x '~) 
and E +~- GA = (E x x) U (E x x~). But since the expression T(u x v,w) is to- 
tally symmetr ic  in u, v, w, we conclude x ,x  ~ E A '±, and (b) follows. 
(c) Choose a central simple associative k-algebra D of  degree 3 and an iso- 
morph ism r/: D + ~+A. Then either x '  E Ass(D, ~1) or x '  E Ass(D°P,r/) (4.6(b)). 
Since the latter implies x '~ C Ass(D, r/) (4.6(c)) and A I is also generated by E 
and x I~ E E L n A '× (4.11), we may assume x f E Ass(D, r/). As usual we write 
D = (E /k ,  ~, e) - E ~ Ew ® F_.w 2, w 3 - e l ,  wu = ~uw (u ~ E)  
where 1 ¢ a E Gal(E/k) ,  c E k ×. Furthermore,  using 2.9, we may identify , f  = 
J (D ,  a), for some a ~ k ×, in such a way that A = Do and r/is induced by ~. as in 
2.6(b). Then x := rl(W) E E ±L NA × C A':Z N J×  (by (b)) satisfies N(x)  = c, 
and x '  E Ass(D, r/) implies 
x '=(0 ,  x[,0) for somex[  CD x (by4.5),  
forcing 
c' := N(x ' )  = aND(X~) (by (2.5.1)). 
Now consider the cyclic algebra 
D' : -  (E/k,  or, c') = E ® Ew I @ Ew '2, 14 ',3 - -  c t l ,  I¢"bl = °bll4 ,'t (U E E) 
and use 4.10(a) to produce an isomorphism r/r : D ~+ ~ A ~ extending the iden- 
tity on E and satisfying r / (w ' )  = x' .  For u E E this yields 
, / ( . )  × ( , / (w ' )  × x) =.  × (x '  × x) 
=.  × ( (w,0 ,0 )  × (0 ,x~,0) )  
= - (u ,0 ,0 )  x (0, wx[,0) (by (2.5.3)) 
= (0, uwx~, 0), 
whereas 
rl'(uw') x x = - (~u x x ' )  x x (by (4.10(a))) 
-- (w, 0, 0) × (0, ~.x;, 0) 
2 / 
= - (o ,  w~.x ; ,  o) = - (o ,  ~ .wx , ,  o). 
Hence x E A 'Lt n J  x does not belong to Ass(D~,r/ )  and so must belong to 
Ass(D '°p, 71') (4.6(b)). From this we conclude 
g3( J ,  A ' )  -- [D '°p] U [N(x)] (by 4.7) 
=-  [E,o-] U [c ']U [c] (by 1.7) 
= [E, cr] U [c] U [c'] (by (1.3.2,3)) 
- - [D}U[N(x ' ) ]  = g3( J ,A ) .  [] 
We can now proceed with Step I I I .  
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Definition 4.13. Elements A, A t E NE are said to be neighbors, written as A 
A t , if 
(A U A J+) N (A' U A'I~) _ E 7 L 0. 
Obviously, the neighboring relation thus defined is reflexive and symmetric on 
NF~. We can now easily perform Step IIl.1. 
Lemma 4.14. I f  char k 7 ~ 3 and A, A ' E ~E are neighbors, then 
g3( J ,A )  =g3( J ,  At). 
Proof. ChooseyE  (AUA~)N(A 'UA 'x ) -E . I fyCANAt thenA=A'by  
2.10. I fy  C A N A t~ or y E A ~ N A' theng3( J ,A )  =g3( J ,A ' )by4 .11 ,4 .12 .  I f  
y E A ~ NA tLj write B for the subalgebra generated by E and y. Then 4.12 
implies B c ~e andg3( J ,A )  = g3( J ,B)  = g3( J ,A ' ) .  [] 
We finally turn to Step III.2, which will be more difficult. 
Lemma 4.15. For A, A, C SRE we have 
A ± nA '~  ¢ {0}. 
Proof. We may assume A ¢ A ' and then simply count dimensions: dim~ A ' I  _- 
18, and A J N A t± C A tl is a subspace satisfying 
dimk(A ± NA '±) = dimk(A +A' )  ± =- 27 -9  -9+3 =- 12. 
On the other hand, if we use 2.9 to identify J = J (D  t, a t) for some central as- 
sociative division algebra D ~ of degree 3 over k and some a t E k × such that 
A t = D E (in the notat ion of  2.5 adapted to the present set-up), we have D; c 
A tL (by (2.5,2,4))C A '1 and dimkD~ =9.  Hence D~ intersects A ± non- 
trivially, and the assertion follows. [] 
Proposit ion 4.16. For all A, A'  C ~e there are B, C E ~E such that 
A~B~C~A I 
4.17. In order to prove 4.16, we begin by defining C as the subalgebra J gen- 
erated by E and a nonzero element z E A • N A tL~ (4.15). Indeed, we then have 
C E NE (4.12(a)) and C ~ A '  (4.13). Also, z E E L .  
4.18. The construct ion of  B is more troublesome. We identify J = J (D ,  a) for 
some central associative division algebra D of degree 3 over k and some a c k × 
in such a way that A = Do. As usual, we write 
O= (E/k,  cr, c) = E O Ew® Ew 2, w 3 = cl, wu=~uw (u E E) 
as a cyclic algebra, where a is a generator of  Gal(E/k),  and 4.17 yields 
Z = (0, Z1, Z2) for some Zl, 2"2 C D. 
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Lemma 4.19. In 4.18 we may assume 
z - (0 ,1o ,  w+tw2) ,  J b rsometEE .  
Proof .  I f  zl = 0 or z2 - 0, then z E A ~L (4.5) ,  fo rc ing  A ~ C by 4.13. Hence we 
may assume zl ¢ 0 ¢ z2. Setting a '  = N(zl)a,  the map 
~: J --~ J (D ,a ' ) ,  (2.10,U1,/32) ~ (~30, VlZl I ,z I2;2),  
is an isomorphism inducing the identity on Do, so ~(C) is generated by E and 
~:(z) = (0, 1D, qz2).  Hence we may assume Zl = lo. Furthermore, by (2.5.2) 
and (4.17),  
z ~ = (- -z2,a- lz~,alD) E E L 
which implies z2 < E ± F~ D - Ew + Ew 2. Therefore z2 : sw + tw 2 for some 
s, t e E. I f s  - 0, we replace w by tw 2, (r by c~ 2 and reduce to z2 = w. I f s  ~ 0, we 
replace w by sw and reduce to z2 - w + tw 2. 4.19 follows. [] 
Lemma 4.20 .  We have C - Fo C~ F1 ® F2 where 
Fo = E, 
2 ? 
F1 {(0, u, ~uw + ~ utw'); u G E}, 
2 
F2= {(~ uw +~utw2, a - tcu~2t -a  leua t tw-a - luw2, ,  au); uE  E}. 
Proof, From 4.10(b) we obtain 
c - E ~ (E × ~) ~ (E × z~). 
Now let u E E.  Then  (2 .5 .3)  and 4.19 yield 
u × z - -  (u,O,O) x (O, 1D, W+ tW 2) 
= (0 , -u ,  wu-tw2u) (0, u, ~uw-~utw2). 
Hence E x z - Fi. On the other hand, by (2.5.2), (2.4.2), 
Z~ : (--W-- IW2 a l(w-k-tw2)~,alo) 
( w-  tw 2,a- l ( -e~2t  + e~2ttw+ w2),alD), 
which by (2.5.3) implies 
u×z"  ( u× (w+tw2) ,a - l cu~2t -a  l cu~2t tw-a - luw2, -au) .  
But since u x (w + tw 2) = -~2uw - ~utw 2 by (2.4.4), we conclude E z z~ = F2, 
and the proof  is complete. [] 
Lemma 4.21. Setting 




x := (w2,x~,0)  e C ~ 
X ~ : (CW,--W2Xl,aXI). 
Proof. (2.4.3), (2.5.4) yield T(F0, x) T(E, x) O. Moreover, for u E E, 
2 9 T((o, u, 0-uw + .two), x) 
a -lcTD(o-uw + 0-:utw 2, ID -- tw + t0-tW 2) (by (2.5.4)) 
G2 0- 2 9 = a-~c(cTE.( u, tt) + cTE(%~-t, J r ) )  (by (2.4.3)) 
= a   c2T (u, t9  -  tt) 
~-0~ 
forcing T(F1, x) ~- O. Similarly, 
T(("~uw + "utw~,a I cu ~ t -  a-l cu~ttw-  a uw- , -au) ,x)  
= TD(~2uw + ~utw 2, w 2) + To(-au, a- l c ( lo  tw + t~tw2)) 
= cTe(u, 1~) - cTE(u, le) 
~0~ 
forcing T(F2,x) = 0. Summing up, 4.20 gives x E C ±. Next consider 
x ~ = (w , -w2xl,  axe) (by (2.5.2)), 
where 
W 2~ = CW (by (2.4.2)) 
lc( -c~-t+c~-ttw+w2) (by 4.21) W"XI a 
ax~ = a-rc-~((1E + cq~2tt) + (c"~ttt"t + t)w 
+ ( t ° t -  t"tlE)w 2) (by (2.4.2)) 
= a-lc2(l + cNe(t))(lE + tw), 
from which we conclude 
x ~=(cw,a lC(C":t--c"2ttw--w2),a-lc2(I+cNF.(t))( le+tw)). 
This yields T(/~b, x ~) = 0 and, for u E E, 
T((0, u, czuw + cr2bttw2), .¥~) = TE(U , ~l -lC2(1 -l- cN~(t))1E) + cTE(~u, -a  -j clF) 
+ cTE(%"2t,-a-lc2t"t) (by (2.5.4), (2.4.3)) 
=(a  l c2+a lc3NF.(t)--a lc2 a-lc3Ne(t))TE(u) 
~0,  
forcing T(Fj, x ~) - O, as well as 
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utw% cu~t  - a - l cu~ttw - a luw 2, -au) ,  x ~) 
(7 2 = cTE(u t, clE) + TE(a- lcu;2t ,  a - l c2(1  +cNE( t ) ) IE )  
+ cTE( a l°2u, a 1c2(1 + cUE(t))~t) + TE(--au, a-lc2(Tzt) 
-- TE(u, c 2 (72t + a-2c3(1 + cNe( t ) )  ¢2t - a-2c3(1 + cNy~(t))~2t -- c 2 ~2t) 
:0 ,  
forcing T(F2, x ~) - O. By 4.20, all this sums up to x ¢ C~.  [] 
Lemma 4.22. The subalgebra B of  J generated by E and 
y (0, I ~ 0, x 1 w-) ¢ A 
belongs to ~E, and we have x E B ~,, hence A ~ B ~ C. 
Proof. We have y ¢ A ~ by 4.5 and 
B--EO(Exy)  O(E×y~)¢~E 
by 4.10(b). From (2.5.2), (2.5.3) we conclude first 
y~=(0 ,  a lw2~x11~,0)=(0, a lCND(XI)IWX1,0 ) 
and then 
B-  {(uo, tg I WXl;xl-lu2w2); uO, Ul,U 2 E E}. 
Given u0, ul, u~ c E, we now obtain 
r ( (uo,  ul wxL, xIIU2W2),X) = ro(u0~ w 2) + TD(XllU2W2,Xl) = 0 
from (2.5.4), (2.4.3) and 4.21, which implies x ¢ B -z . On the other hand, 4.21 
yields 
X ~ : (cw, - -W2xl ,ax l ) ,  
SO 
gives x ~ ¢ B 
and B ~ C by 4.21 and the relation just proved. 
T((uo, u 1Wx I x 1 lu ,~4-) ,x  ~) : CTD(UO, W) @ TD(U 1Wx 1,axe) 
l 9 TD(X 1 U2 W", W2Xl) 
= aND(X1)TD(U~ w) -- cTo(u2, w) 
- -0  
and hence x ¢ B ~. Moreover, A ~ B by the construction of B 
[] 
4.23. Combining 4.17 with 4.22 not only completes the proof of 4.16 but also 
Step III.2 and hence the proof of the Key Lemma 4.1 as well. The authors have 
not checked whether a result similar to 4.16 holds for associative division alge- 
bras of degree 3 or higher. 
Remark 4.24. In a letter to the first-named author, Serre has recently shown 
how to do define the Serre Rost invariant in characteristic 3. We sketch his 
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construction. Assume char k = 3 and consider the group H~(k) of [28, §10] 
(with p = 3), which is a quotient of the k-vector space Q2 of differential 2-forms 
over k. Let J = J(D, a) be a first Tits construction Albert algebra over k as in 
2.8. Then there are elements x ¢ k, y E k × such that D is the central simple as- 
sociative k-algebra of degree 3 defined by generators X, Y and relations 
X 3 -X=x,  y3_y ,  YXY I =X+l .  This being so, Serre has shown, using 
Rost's Theorem [21] combined with Kato's Galois cohomology of local fields, 
that the image of 
dY A da F22 X - -C  y a 
in H ~(k) is independent of the choices made. It should thus be regarded as the 
Serre Rost invariant of J in characteristic 3, the more so since also 3.2 SR3 
carries over to this particular setting. We intend to come back to the question 
whether the approach adopted in the present paper works in characteristic 3 as 
well. 
5. VISTA 
5.1. Besides the invariant mod 3, there are two other cohomological invariants 
that may be attached to Albert algebras: The invariants mod 2, belonging to 
H 3 (k, Z/2Z) ,  H s (k, Z/2Z),  respectively, and intimately tied up with the trace 
form (cf. Serre [27, 28] and Rost [22]). A description relating them explicitly to 
the Tits process [17] is due to the authors [19, 20]. 
5.2. Serre [28] has raised the question as to whether Albert algebras are clas- 
sified by their invariants mod 2 and 3. To get an idea of how one could possibly 
deal with this question, we consider the corresponding situation for octonion 
algebras. 
5.3. The invariant mod 2 of an octonion algebra. Assume char k ~ 2 and let 
C be an octonion algebra over k. Then C ~ Cay(D, c), the octonion algebra 
arising from some quaternion algebra D over k and some c ¢ k × by means of 
the Cayley-Dickson doubling process, and, observing ~t2(ks ) - Z /2Z  as well 
as 1.6, 
g2(C) := [D] U [c] ¢ n3(k,Z/2Z)  
is called the invariant rood 2 of C. Of course, one has to show that 
(5.3.1) g2(C) is well defined, 
i.e., does not depend on the choice of D and c, which is fairly easy, certainly 
much easier than the corresponding result for Albert algebras; furthermore, 
that 
(5.3.2) g2(C) is stable under base change, 
which is obvious, in view of (1.3.4); and, finally, that 
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(5.3.3) g2(C) characterizes division algebras, 
which is a deep result, depending as it does on the Merkurjev Suslin 
Theorem 1.8: C splits iff c is a reduced norm of O iff g2(C) = [O] U [c] = 0. 
Using these properties, particularly (5.3.3), one obtains a short proof of the 
following result which was derived by Arason [2, Proposition 2] using a theo- 
rem of Merkurjev. 
Theorem 5.4. Two octonion algebras over k are isomorphic if and only if they have 
the same invariants mod 2. 
Proof. Let C, C' be octonion algebras over k satisfying 2(C)  = g2(C'). Since 
a field extension I/k splits C iff rest/k(g2(C)) = 0 (by (5.3.3)), C and C' have 
the same splitting fields. But then they are isomorphic, by a theorem of 
Ferrar [5]. [] 
5.5. One is tempted to try the same approach for Albert algebras. In what fol- 
lows, we assume char k ¢ 3 and focus attention on first Tits constructions, 
which are known to have trivial invariants mod 2. Then Serre's original ques- 
tion 5.2 reduces to the following: 
(5.5.1) ~ Are two first Tits construction Albert algebras over k isomorphic 
( if and only if they have the same invariants mod 3? 
Arguing as in the proof of 5.4, we conclude that two first Tits construction 
Albert algebras having the same invariants mod 3 also have the same splitting 
fields. Unfortunately, however, Ferrar's aforementioned theorem does not 
carry over to Albert algebras. In fact, generalizing [13, Theorem 6.1], we have 
the following class of counter examples. 
Examples 5.6. Let D be a central simple associative k-algebra of degree 3 and 
a ¢ k ×. Then, as the norm groups of D and D °p are the same, J = J (D,  a) and 
i f ' - J (D°P ,a )  have the same splitting fields (2.6(a)). On the other hand, 
g3( J )  - -g3(ff~), so J and i f '  cannot be isomorphic unless they are split (3.2, 
SR3). 
5.7. In view of 5.5, 5.6 it is natural to ask the following question: 
(5 7.1) 
Given nonisomorphic first Tits construction Albert algebras if, i f '  
over k having the same splitting fields, are there a central simple 
associative k-algebra D of" degree 3 and a scalar a C k × sati,~fying 
J ~ J (D ,  a) as well as if '  ~ ff(D °p, a)? 
Obviously, an affirmative answer to (5.7.1) would also settle (5.5.1). Further- 
more, J and J '  as in (5.7.1) must have the same cubic subfields [15, Corollary 3]. 
Hence, in trying to prove (5.7.1), the theory of twisted compositions, due to 
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Springer [30] and, in a more general form, to Knus-Merkurjev Rost -Tignol 
[8], might turn out to be useful. 
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